


Go to see Rigsby, Alex and Orbit our giraffes. Use the signs by the giraffe 

enclosure to fill in the gaps: 

A giraffes tongue is……………...…cm long 

They live up to …………..…. years 

The giraffe is the world’s …………………………..……. animal 

Can you draw a picture of a giraffe in the box below? 

 



See if you can spot our meerkats—they are all named after Harry Potter 

characters!  

Use the signs to learn about what meerkats like to eat..  Circle  the 

correct answers 

Tree bark Lizard 

Bread Hyena 

Spider Scorpion 

Chocolate Insect 



Stop off at the Equatorial trial platform to see if you can spot our rainforest 

animals.  

Can you work out who is who? Draw an arrow from the animal picture to its 

name.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Very quietly go into the bird hide and answer the questions below: 

How many birds can you see? 

 

 

How many different types of bird can you see?  

 

 

 

Choose your favourite bird of the day and draw a picture of it here 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Choose two trees and feel the surface of the trunk and compare how they 

feel 

Tree 1 felt like 

 

Tree 2 felt like 

 



Knowsley Safari is trying to save water and we would like you to save 

water too! Use the signs between the bats and the dodgems to  circle the 

correct answers  

How much water can an elephant drink in a day? 

 240 litres   100 litres 

On average how much water do we use in a day? 

 250 litres   150 litres 

What do camels store in their humps? 

  Fat    Water 

Can you think of any ways to save water?    

Stand quietly for 1 minute and list all of the things  

you can hear. What was your favourite woodland sound? 

 

 

Take a few minutes to search under leaves and rocks to see if you can spot 

anything hiding!  Make sure you put everything back where you found it! 

What did you find?  



During your visit to Knowsley Safari pick your favourite animal and draw it on 

the postcard below.  

Once you get back to school, cut the postcard out, fold it in half and using 

glue stick it together. Then write on the back of the postcard about your 

favourite animal and what you did during your visit to the Safari.  


